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Friday, May Twenty-sixth, 
Nineteen Hundred and Eighty-nine 
Ten-thirty a.m. 
Halenbeck Hall 




Education Fine ~s. and Business Social Sciences B College of ~ College of ~ College of~ College of Humanities 
PRE-COMMENCEMENf CONCERT 
ST. CLOUD STATE UNIVERSI1Y CONCERT BAND 
ECHOES OF OUR PAST 
"Traditional Drum and Fife Tunes" 
"Chester Overture" by William Schuman 
"Suite of Old American Dances" by Robert Russell Bennett 
NATIONAL FOOTIJFTERS 
"Rolling Thunder" by Herny Fillmore 
"American Patrol" by F.W. Meacham 
"Stars and Stripes Forever" by John Philip Sousa 
MACE BEARER MARILYN L STINSON, Professor 
Business Education and Office Administration 
MARSHALS CHARLES L NELSON, Professor 
Earth Sciences 
WIWAM H. NUNN, Professor 
Interdisciplinary Studies 
GEORGE). PETRANGELO, Professor 
Applied Psychology 
CAROLE R. ROTH, Assistant Professor 
Communication Disorders 
RICHARD J. SEBASTIAN, Professor 
Management and Finance 
MARCIA A SUMMERS, Professor 
English 
FACUL1Y LINE LEADERS JANE CARSON, Assistant Professor 
Foreign Languages and Literature 
DONAID M. HOIDEN, Professor 
Educational Administration and Leadership 
ANNOUNCERS DAUN G. KENDIG, Assistant Professor 
Speech Communication 
JUDITH K. LITTERST, Associate Professor 
Speech Communication 
ST. CLOUD RICHARD K. HANSEN, Director of Bands 
STATE UNIVERSI1Y Assistant Professor 
CONCERT BAND Music 
SONG LEADER DOREEN L HUfCHINGS, Instructor 
Music 







GREETINGS FROM STATE 
UNNERSilY BOARD 




PRESENTATION OF 1HE 
GRADUATING CIA5S 
G R 
BRENDAN J. McDONALD, presiding 
''KONIGSMARSCH" 
By Richard Strauss 
Arranged by Professor Emeritus Roger L Barrett 
BRENDAN J. McDONAID, President 
''AMERICA THE BFAlffIFUL'' 
By Samuel A Ward 
Arranged by Carmen Dragon 
(Words are found in the back of the program.) 
BERNARD Mill.ER 
Bemidji, Minnesota 
KIKUJI SASAKI, Governor of Akita Prefecture 
Japan 
SEIICHIRO KUDO, Mayor of Yuwa Town 
Japan 
RODSFARLE 
Minnesota State University Board Member 
"SUll'E FROM HENRY V" 
Transcribed by Professor Emeritus Roger L Barrett 
DONALD E. SIKKINK, Vice President 
for Academic Affairs 
WAYNE M. GIIDSE1H, Dean, School of 
Graduate and Continuing Studies 
JAMES M. KEU.Y, Dean, College of Business 
BERNARD OLIVER, Dean, College of Education 
A 
, MICHAEL E. CONNAUGHTON, Dean, College of Fine Arts 






• Audience please stand 
and Humanities 
LOUISE H. JOHNSON, Dean, College of Science and Technology 
RAYMOND H. MERRI'IT, Dean, College of Social Sciences 
JOHN G. BERllNG, Dean, Learning Resources Services 
and Center for Information Media 
BRENDAN J. McDONAID, President 
"UNIVERSII'Y HYMN" 
By Harvey Waugh and Amy Dale 
Arranged by Professor Emeritus Roger L Barrett 
(Words are found in the back of the program.) 
''KAISERMARSCH" 
By Richard Wagner 
Transcribed by Mark Chelgren, M.S. Conducting and Literature 





Master of Arts 
RANDAUJOHN ANHORN 
Biology: Aquatic 
Adviser: Sheree L Cohn 
St. Cloud 
ROIAND ARTI-IUR FISCHER 
Special Studies: Fine Arts in 
International Education 
Adviser: Anita Mills 
Avon 
LESLEY A HYNES 
Art 
Printmaking 
Adviser: Anita Mills 
St. Neots, Cambridgeshire, England 
JEFFREY AllEN NEFF 
Special Studies: Contemporary Popular 
Culture Via Mass Media 
Adviser: Robert Hauptman 
St. Cloud 
CONNIE ANN DAWSON ZABEL 
English 
Adviser: Sidney F. Parham 
Willmar 
Master of Business 
Administration 
JAMES BENEDICT BIRCHEM 
Adviser: Wayne G. Little 
Pierz 
TIMOTI-IY PA1RICK DOWNEY JR. 
Adviser: Wayne G. Little 
St. Cloud 
STEVEN JOHN GOEDKER 
Adviser: Wayne G. Little 
Brainerd 
TI-IOMAS MICHAEL HEERDT 
Adviser: Wayne G. Little 
Hector 
STEVEN LYNN LUDWIG 
Adviser: Wayne G. Little 
St. Cloud 
NADEEM MAZHAR 
Adviser: Wayne G. Little 
Karachi, Pakistan 
GORDON OTTO MEYER 
Adviser: Wayne G. Little 
St. Cloud 
CAROLINE R. OUG 
Adviser: Wayne G. Little 
St. Cloud 
KENNETII W. ROSHA 
Adviser: Wayne G. Little 
Clearwater 
SHElDON GEORGE SCHMIESS 
Adviser: Wayne G. Little 
Munich, North Dakota 
GORDON D. WESTERLIND 
Adviser: Wayne G. Little 
Monticello 
BRIAN KEITI--1 WISE 
Adviser: Wayne G. Little 
Gibbon 
Master of Science 
CAROL]UDI1H ANDERSON 
Counseling: 
Rehabilitation Counseling Emphasis 
Counseling: 
Community Counseling Emphasis 
Adviser: George Petrangelo 
Hibbing 
MARY MAXINE BARNEIT-CERMELE 
Counseling: 
Community Counseling Emphasis 
Adviser: Arthur Redding 
St. Cloud 
BARBARA LEA HARTER BE1ZLER 
Counseling: 
Community Counseling Emphasis 
Counseling: 
Rehabilitation Counseling Emphasis 
Adviser: David J. Lesar 
Milaca 
DEBORAH-KAY JOAN BINSFElD 
Communication Disorders 
Adviser: Gerald W. I.aVoi 
Cold Spring 
JANICE E. BIACKSTAD 
Information Media: 
Educational Media 
Adviser: Phyllis M. I.acroix 
Plymouth 
JEAN MARIE CLOUTIER BOR1H 
Counseling: 
Community Counseling Emphasis 
Counseling: 
Rehabilitation Counseling Emphasis 
Adviser: Arthur Redding 
Faribault 
MICHEIIB L BOWES 
Special Studies: Exercise Physiology 
Adviser: John M. Kelly 
St. Paul 
JEAN MARIE DAVIDSON 
Counseling: 
Secondary School Counseling Emphasis 
Adviser: Jana Preble 
Atwater 
KENNED-I EDWARD DICKINSON 
Criminal Justice 
Adviser: Francis Schreiber 
Waite Park 
UNDA SUSAN Dill.EY 
Communication Disorders 
Adviser: Gerald W. I.aVoi 
New London 
DIANE B. DIUMAN 
Counseling: 
Community Counseling Emphasis 
Adviser: John C. Hotz 
St. Cloud 
1HOMAS R. FENIASON 
Information Media: Human Resources 
Development/Training 
Adviser: Fred E. Hill 
St. Cloud 
MAXINE ZAHLER GOHMAN 
Counseling: 
Community Counseling Emphasis 
Adviser: David J. Lesar 
Maple lake 
TOM WAYNE GRAY 
Counseling: 
Secondary School Counseling Emphasis 
Adviser: Terrance Peterson 
Brainerd 
SANDRA MARIE HOFFBECK 
Information Media 
Adviser: David G. Rydberg 
Milroy 
1HOMAS ROBERT HOFFMAN 
Special Education 
Adviser: James F. Lewis 
Hutchinson 
KIRSTEN A JONES 
Curriculum and Instruction: 
Elementary School Education Track 
Adviser: Edgar A Bavery 
Cass lake 
JUUE ANN KARNIS 
Counseling: 
Rehabilitation Counseling Emphasis 
Adviser: John C. Hotz 
Alexandria 
SANDRA ANN KARNOWSKI 
Communication Disorders 
Adviser: Martin Kammermeier 
Crystal 
GERIANNE RITA KLUG 
Counseling: 
Community Counseling Emphasis 
Adviser: Jana Preble 
Rice 
WIWAM FREDERICK KRUSCHEL 
Curriculum and Instruction: 
Junior High School Education Track 
Adviser: I.arry M. Putbrese 
Cambridge 
LYNN ELI.EN KVAINESS 
Information Media: 
Educational Media 
Adviser: Phyllis M. I.acroix 
Plymouth 
LUCY ANN IANG 
Child and Family Studies: 
Special Needs Children 
Adviser: Glen F. Palm 
Kimball 
RU&5EI1. F. LlNDVAIL 
Art 
Adviser: Lee J. Gutteter 
Brooklyn Park 
MARY A MAIBIOWE1Z 
Special Education 
Adviser: Eva M. Gadberry 
Edina 
NANCY C. MCI.FAN 
Special Education 
Adviser: Joan Bigler 
Milnor, North Dakota 
COUR1NEY JANE Mill.ER 
Physical Education 
Adviser: Carol Brink 
St. Cloud 
LYNNE Ell.EN MOHN 
Counseling: 
Community Counseling Emphasis 
Adviser: John E. Mason 
Eau Claire, Wisconsin 
SHEIIA O'BRIEN MORINVIIl.E 
Counseling: 
Community Counseling Emphasis 
Adviser: John E. Mason 
Prior Lake 
PAMEIA ANN MUEHLHAUSEN 
Special Education 
Adviser: Eva M. Gadberry 
Brainerd 
SIUART SHERMAN NEI.SON 
Social Science 
Adviser: Robert H. Hendricks 
Princeton 
KATHRYN J. NICKEi.SON 
Information Media: 
Educational Media 
Adviser: David G. Rydberg 
White Bear Lake 
CAROLE M. NIENABER 
Counseling: 
Community Counseling Emphasis 
Adviser: John E. Mason 
Princeton 
KAIBLEEN V. PANIZKE 
Curriculum and Instruction: Middle/ 
Junior High School Education Track 
Adviser: Larry M. Putbrese 
Rice 
NANCY MAY POHL 
Counseling: 
Secondary School Counseling Emphasis 
Adviser: Jana Preble 
Brainerd 
MICHEil.E MARIE SAKRY 
Music: 
Music Education Emphasis 
Adviser: Shirley L Schrader 
St. Cloud 
DIANE R. SAIZER 
Information Media: Human Resources 
Development/ Training 
Adviser: Dennis C. Fields 
Melrose 
WRI ANN SCHMIDT 
Curriculum and Instruction: 
Elementary School Education Track 




Community Counseling Emphasis 
Adviser: John E. Mason 
Waite Park 
CAIBERINE ANN SPINDLER-RU&5EU. 
Counseling: 
Rehabilitation Counseling Emphasis 
Adviser: George Petrangelo 
South Haven 
~ COilEGE OF BUSINESS 
Bachelor of Science 
Associate in Science 
JAMI CAIBERINE ANDERSON 
Mora 
PATRICIA ANN ASCHENBRENNER 
Magna Cum Laude 
Rice 
TEIIBSA RAE IARSON 
Albertville 
JUUE ANN NIERENHAUSEN 
Cold Spring 
RODNEY CHARLES ACHENBACH 
Plymouth 
KIRSI'EN LE ANDERSON 
Dassel 
SUSAN MARIE ANDERSON 
Magna Cum Laude 
Columbia Heights 
TRACY ANN ARONS 
Chanhassen 
JAMES LYLE ARPIN 
Faribault 
CYNIHIA MARIE BACKES 
Cum Laude 
Avon 
JOHN FARREU. BAI1. III 
Duluth 
RICHARD PATRICK BARNES 
Edina 
WANNA M. SUUNAN SIROH 
Music 
Music Education Emphasis 
Adviser: Shirley L Schrader 
Lisbon, North Dakota 
SUZE1TE ELISABEIB SUfHERIAND 
Special Studies: Exercise Physiology 
Adviser: John M. Kelly 
Minnetonka 
DENNIS ANIBONY IBOMAS 
Industrial Studies 
Adviser: P. J. Carter 
Sauk Rapids 
CIARA M. TOENYAN 
Counseling: 
Community Counseling Emphasis 




Adviser: Chester W. Buckley 
Breda, Iowa 
WUISE L WAI.KER 
Counseling: 
Secondary School Counseling Emphasis 
Adviser: Jana Preble 
Wyoming 
MARGARET JOYCE WEBB 
Counseling: 
Rehabilitation Counseling Emphasis 
Adviser: George Petrangelo 
St. Cloud 
CUFFORD L WOID JR 
Curriculum and Instruction: 
Senior High School Education Track 
Adviser: Bruce A Romanish 
Buffalo 
CAROL ANN ZEITLER 
Criminal Justice 
Adviser: Robert S. Prout 
Hibbing 
DEBRA ANN BARTEI.S 
Magna Cum Laude 
Pipestone 
CHAD CHRISTIAN BARTZ 
St. Cloud 
MICHAEL REID BAUMANN 
New Hope 
DENISE MARIE BAXTER 
Little Falls 
JEANETIE B. BENING 
Magna Cum Laude 
Hutchinson 
TAMMY JO BESEMER 
New Ulm 
JOHN PATRICK BIEN 
Goodhue 
OOUGIA5 GERAID BIAINE 
Llttle Falls 
OOUGIA5 J. BREHMER 
Lltchfield 
5 
DAVID). BRIGGS JULIE RENEE FROEGEL CHRISTOPHER HUGHES 
Wayzata Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude 
SANDRAJEAN BRlITGER Clara City St. Cloud 
Cum Laude MICHEil.E MARIE GAIL AGATI-IA MARIE HUOT 
St.Joseph Cum Laude Cum Laude 
CARL HALL BUNCH Pierz St. Cloud 
Magna Cum Laude AARON THOMAS GAISfAD TERENCE JOHN KUECHLE 
St. Cloud Redwood Falls Ciystal 
ROBYN L BURG BRIDGET LENORA GALVIN BRIAN L JENSON 
Cum Laude Falcon Heights Summa Cum Laude 
Shakopee MICHAELJ.GANSER Foley 
All.EN LEE CARLSON Coon Rapids KRISTIN D. JOEI.SON 
Magna Cum Laude IAURI ELIZABETH GEHEREN Virginia 
Chokio Brooklyn Park OONAI.D MARKJOHNSON 
PAIGE MARIE CARLSON CHRIS1Y KAY GEIGER Cum Laude 
Apple Valley Cum Laude Shakopee 
PATRICE ANN CUil.EN Pierz STACI LEIGH JOHNSON 
Ham lake BARBARAE. GENGLER Plymouth 
SHAWNA MARIE DALY Summa Cum Laude GARY CRAIG JOHNSTON 
Minneapolis St. Cloud Buffalo 
WENDY ANN DANZEISEN JOHN BWSE GIR1Z TAMARA K JOSEPHSON 
Summa Cum Laude Little Falls Summa Cum Laude 
Litchfield SARAH KATHRYN GOBLIRSCH Madison 
JOSEPH MICHAEL DEFOE Wabasso RICHARD AIAN jlJJ.KOWSKI 
St. Cloud BRADLEY JOHN GOETSCH Cum Laude 
SHAWN L DEAREY Gaylord Coon Rapids 
Cum Laude GARY STEVEN GRAHEK DANIEL ARTI-IURJUNKER 
Shoreview Magna Cum Laude Cum Laude 
JOYCE I. DIESEN Ely Stillwater 
Summa Cum Laude MICHELLE RENEE GRAU CYNTI-UA LEE KADING 
Esko Tolland, Connecticut Cum Laude 
THOMAS JAMES DOCKSEY THEODORE CHARLES GUCK Appleton, Wisconsin 
Willmar Royalton KURT ANTHONY KAISER 
MARY E. DROWN GREGORY A GUY Summa Cum Laude 
Minneota Cum Laude Cold Spring 
JOHN EDWARD DUBOIS St. Cloud JEFFREY OONAID KERFEID 
St. Paul KELLY LEE HAIN Cum Laude 
ROBERT GORDON EAS'IMAN Worthington St. Cloud 
Magna Cum Laude ROBERT MARSHALL HARBECK SUSAN). KIES.5 
Owatonna Cum Laude Cold Spring 
MARY JO EILER Inver Grove Heights SHARON MICHELE KIMMF.S 
Bird Island JENNIFER LEE HARIAN Hibbing 
OOUGIA5 J. EISENSCHENK Anoka LISA WUISE KIRGI&5 
Cold Spring WRI LYNNE HAUGE Hector 
LINDA F. ELFSTRAND Roslyn, South Dakota LINDA KAREN K.MITCH 
Cum Laude SANDRA MARIE HAUPERT Cum Laude 
South Haven Cum Laude St. Cloud 
MICHAEL). ERICKSON Pipestone BAR.BARA L KNUDSON 
Chisholm DEBORAH ANN HAYFORD Summa Cum Laude 
MARK NIKOIAS EWOIDT Anoka Cambridge 
Plymouth CHRISTINE WUISE HEDIN DANIALJAMES KOEHLER 
JAMES DAVID FEHRENBACH St. Anthony Gilbert 
Roseville BRIAN LEE HEMINGSEN KEITH ALIAN KOISfAD 
WRI MICHEil.E FISK Magna Cum Laude Maple Grove 
Cum Laude Dawson WILLIAM D. KORFHAGE III 
Anoka KARI LEA HEMMING West St. Paul 
GREGORY LEO FLINf Cum Laude JULIE ANN KORKOWSKI 
Richmond St. Cloud Cum Laude 
JOON KIAW FONG JAMES EDWARD HENNESSY Brandon 
St. Cloud Brooklyn Center OONAID RAY KUEHN 
PATRICK DENNIS FORSYIH JILL ANN HEYMER Sauk Rapids 
Magna Cum Laude Willmar JEFFREY AIAN KVAM 
Houston HENRY C. HOAGIAND Bagley 
WIUARD MARION FO&5 Maple lake EDWARD JOSEPH IADUE II 
Elk River VICKI R. HOLETS Clarissa 
SID MICHAEL FREDRICKSON Pine Island GREGG WUIS IAUMANN 
Cum Laude OONAID FRANCIS HOIZ Waconia 
Brooklyn Park Eagan MARTIN A IAUMEYER 
IAURIE JEAN HOSCHEID Villard 
Coon Rapids 
6 
JOANN LYNN LEFSEBERG DANIEL DUANE PAIMER RICKJA50N SCHUETI 
Magna Cum Laude Plymouth Little Falls 
Zimmerman BRADLEY JOSEPH PAULY DAWN MARIE SCHULTZ 
ERIK CHRISTOPHER LE.SUE Richfield Cum Laude 
Cum Laude DAWNM.PAUR Russell 
Brainerd Bird Island RANDALL LEE SCHUIZ 
KEVIN DENNIS LINN KIRANDEEP KAUR PAWAR Long lake 
Cum Laude Singapore ROBERT JOSEPH SCHWARTZ 
Waite Park BARBARA ELLEN PETERSON Cum Laude 
KARI SUE LOCKREM Magna Cum Laude Roseville 
Cum Laude New London EUGENE ALLEN SCHWEISS 
Belle Plaine PAMEIA MARIE PHII.BIAD Sauk Rapids 
BRIAN HENRY J.OMMEL Mendota Heights SUSAN M. SECORD 
St. Cloud IAWRENCE JAY PHIWPS St. Cloud 
JAY AIAN J.OMMEL Cum Laude STEVEN PAUL SEIFFERT 
St. Cloud Golden Valley Cum Laude 
BRIAN EWS J.ORENZ KAREN A POSCH Anoka 
Elk River Cum Laude GARY DFAN SEIRUM 
KURT ARTiflJR MAETI-INER St. Cloud Willmar 
Battle lake OONNAJO PRINGLE CRAIG A SHERMOEN 
JENNIFER LYNN MAGNER St. Paul Minneapolis 
Robbinsdale STEVEN JOHN PROM RANDALL LEE SKOOG 
DAWNRMARTH St. Cloud New York Mills 
Cum Laude WINE1TE MAY DYKES PROW SHERRI LYNN SMITH 
Roseville Kasson Summa Cum Laude 
MICHAEL WAYNE MCCONKEY KEfrn ALLEN RACHEY New Brighton 
Brewster Cum Laude NANCY BE11-I SOWADA 
GREGORY SCOTI MCOONAID Sauk Centre Summa Cum Laude 
Minneapolis CHRISTOPHERJON REINHOLZ Sauk Rapids 
RODNEY OOUGI.AS MEYER St. Cloud PENEJ.OPEANNSPANIER 
lake City SUSAN MARIE REITER Cum Laude 
SHERRI DEE MICKELSON Tracy St.Joseph 
Cum Laude KRISTIN ANN RENSHAW TODD S. SPAUIDING 
Litchfield Cum Laude Kimball 
DANA DIANE MILE.5 Plymouth TODD MICHEAL STACY 
Fridley DIANE JUDfrn REITEY Cum Laude 
RHONDA ARLENE MILLER St. Cloud Columbia Heights 
Magna Cum Laude IAURA JFAN RICHIBR PAMEIAJANE STANTON 
Cologne Cum Laude Elmore 
!AURIE ANN MOEN Brainerd JUUE ANN STARK 
Virginia JEFFREY JOHN RIVERS Big lake 
KARIAJFAN MOHAGEN Cum Laude KEVIN OONAID STEICHEN 
Montevideo Savage Waite Park 
LISA BETI-1 MORRISON KEVIN DAVID ROGERS RHONDA RENEE STOFFER 
White Bear I.ake Magna Cum Laude Litchfield 
JUDE ANAND MOSE.5 Cottage Grove RANDYWIWAM STROBEL 
Selangor, Malaysia MARK A RUD Summa Cum Laude 
JEFFREY M. MOTZ Bloomington Mapleton 
St. Paul PAUL RICHARD RUEGEMER BRIAN MILE.5 STROMBACK 
TODD ALIAN MUCKENHIRN St. Cloud Ciystal 
Magna Cum Laude TIMOTI-IY JOSEPH SAKRY SUSAN MARIE SWORSKI 
Delano Princeton Cum Laude 
TODD MICHAEL MUNTIFERING KELLY JANE SARENPA Kimball 
St. Paul Wayzata MARKJOHN TENNYSON 
PATRICK JAY NELSON JENIFER EILEEN SCHAD St. Cloud 
Minneapolis Milbank, South Dakota ANTOINETIE KRIS THELEN 
J.ORI LYNN NFSTEGARD SCOTI ALLEN SCHERER Avon 
White Bear lake Shoreview BRIAN JAMR5 THE.SING 
TIMOTI-IY P. O'KEEFE MARLYS J.OUISE SCHINDLER Brainerd 
Magna Cum Laude Thief River Falls CAS.SANDRAA THIELEN 
Brooklyn Center LEO JOHN SCHIANGEN Brooklyn Center 
CYNTIUA J.OUISE O'KONEK Paynesville MARLENE L THOMPSON 
St. Cloud KEfrn C. SCHMIDT Benson 
JENNIFER A OTOOL Magna Cum Laude RONAID JAMR5 TRAEGER 
South St. Paul Plymouth St. Cloud 
DALE E. ORNER SHANNON KAY SCHMIDT RANDOLPH IANCE TRULSON 
Richfield Windom Waverly 
MARGARET MARY PAHL PAUL GERAID SCHOENBERG MICHAEL PAUL TURENNE 
Cum Laude St. Cloud Cum Laude 





ALlAN MICHAEL TIJRNQUIST 
New London 
LYNDA M. vorn 
Windom 
RICHARD JOHN WAIDVOGEL 
Little Falls 
DAVID HERBERT WEBER 
Magna Cum Laude 
Alexandria 
JULIE KAY WEBER 
Magna Cum Laude 
Madison 
SHAWN E. WEBER 
Rogers 
BRENDAJANE WEIGELT 
Magna Cum Laude 
Litchfield 
SANDRA ANNE WESP 




RENEE JEAN WIIRRE 
Eveleth 
KA1HLEEN ANN WILL 
St. Cloud 
BRADLEY AIAN Will.EMS 
Cum Laude 
Waconia 
B COLIBGE OF ~~~~r:~:N 
Bachelor of Arts 
ERIKJOHN ARIBUR 
Superior, Wisconsin 
KAYLENE MAE BILLINGTON 
Detroit lakes 
JULIE L BlAKESLEY 
New Hope 
KOREN BE1H BOYUM 
Plymouth 
KAREN MARIE BRINKMAN 
Summa Cum Laude 
Albany 
KAREN MARY BRUNNER 
Roseville 
KEWE RAE BURNS 
White Bear Lake 
CHRISTA LEE CHRISTIANS 
Magna Cum Laude 
Minneapolis 
RANDY CHARLES CHRISTMAN 
Paynesville 
DANA ANN CLOUSE 
Olivia 
ROBERT RAY COMPTON 
Magna Cum Laude 
Ames, Iowa 
ROBERT MICHAEL CZECH 
Magna Cum Laude 
Arlington 
COLLEEN JOANN DALY 
Summa Cum Laude 
Willmar 
KAY LYNN FERDINAND 
Shakopee 
JENNIFER KAYE GREGOIRE 




JILL CA&5ANDRA HERKAL 
Cum Laude 
Plymouth 
DEBORAH PATRICIA INSEL 
St. Paul 
Breckenridge 
CHRISTOPHER DANIEL KARPAN 
Magna Cum Laude 
Grand Rapids 
KEVIN PAUL KIATT 
Cum Laude 
Blue Earth 
MICHAEL OOUGIA5 KRAINES 
Magna Cum Laude 
Delano 
STEVEN B. KREGER 
Magna Cum Laude 
Elk River 
NATALIE LOUISE KUEHL 
Litchfield 
TIMOTHY ROBERT IAGE 
Dayton 
ANGEIA MARIE LEITZKE 
Magna Cum Laude 
Zimmerman 
JEFFEREY FRANCIS MEIERHOFER 
Pierz 
CHRISTOPHER EDWARD OLSON 
Brooklyn Center 
PATRICK WAYNE PA1NOE 
Cum Laude 
Sauk Rapids 
KARI JEAN PEDERSON 
Magna Cum Laude 
Paynesville 
SHERRI LYNN RADEMACHER 
Belgrade 




WIWAM JOSEPH RIES 
Detroit Lakes 
CHRISTOPHER CHARLES ROSS 
Nashwauk 
KAY MARIE SCILLEY 
Summa Cum Laude 
Rochester 
CYNIHIA ANN SILVERS 
Albany 
MARY ELLEN SMIIB 
Jackson 
PAUL JEFFREY WOIFRAM 
Jordan 
KOK LEONG WOO 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 
KELLY D. WUNDERLICH 
Carlos 
1HERESA MAE YOREK 
Crosslake 
ANDREW JOHN ZEIS 
Bloomington 
IBOMAS CARLYLE ZIMMER 
Fridley 
VANCE WARREN ZINS 
Cosmos 
JACQUEUNE RAE ZURN 
Morris 
MICHAEL SCOTT STORBAKKEN 
Osseo 
SANDRA WANN TEPFER 
Magna Cum Laude 
Danube 
DEEDEE BE"TIY THAISEN 
Cum Laude 
Austin 
RICHARD 1HOMAS IBEISEN 
St. Cloud 
Bachelor of Elective 
Studies 
BRYAN LESLIE ANGSTMAN 
Princeton 
MARYL JONASON 
Summa Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
MARY DA VIS IAKEFIELD 
Summa Cum Laude 
Princeton 
BETIE IAUREL PIETSCH 
Viroqua, Wisconsin 
STEVEN JOHN TSCHIDA 
Pierz 
JOHN AARON ZUEHLKE 
Worthington 
Bachelor of Science 
KENNE'I1-I JOHN ABEL 
Hibbing 
CARRIE ANN ADKISSON 
Rochester 
STEVEN LEE AGRE 
Gaylord 
SANDRAJEAN AHLES 
Wisconsin Rapids, Wisconsin 




VICTORIA ILEAN ANGSTMAN 
Summa Cum Laude 
Princeton 
DAVID JOHN ATKINSON TRACYM. CRAWFORD JAMF.S FREDRICK HEBEISEN 
Long Prairie Richfield Summa Cum Laude 
TRACY DAWN BACKSfROM ANNMARIE LYNN DEWOLFE Plymouth 
Grand Marais Spring Lake Park DIANA L HEUfON 
ERIC TI-IOMAS BAKKE TERESAJEAN DFATON Summa Cum Laude 
Bemidji St. Cloud Austin 
CATI-IERINE VERONICA BANZ NANCY CAROL DOCKENDORF FREDERICK G. HIU. 
Brooklyn Park Summa Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude 
MARY CAROLYN BAR1HEL Watkins Glyndon 
Fergus Falls BEIH A DRENNEN IAURAJEAN HIU. 
LISA MARIE BECKER Cum Laude Cum Laude 
Magna Cum Laude Grand Rapids Anoka 
Jordan JANET LYNN DUBOIS PAMEIA DIANE HINIKER 
DAWN ELIZABEIH BENNETT Magna Cum Laude Cum Laude 
Cum Laude St. Cloud Blaine 
St. Cloud SUSAN BEIH JOHNSON DUKE RUfH RUELIA HINfZ 
JANICE LYNN BIERBAUM St. Cloud Mora 
Ciystal PAMEIA DENISE GISLER DUNPHY KATI-IRYN JEAN HOFFMAN 
MARGARET JEAN BINSFEID Cum Laude Cum Laude 
St. Cloud St. Cloud Waite Park 
TERRY J. BLOOD DAVEH. FABER LINDA EII.EEN HUBB.5 
Silver Bay Alexandria Canby 
SHARON ANN KREB.5BACH BRIMSEK ROBIN KAY FARISH LISA CHRISTINE HUDSON 
Summa Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud Eden Prairie Maple Grove 
ROBERT JAMF.S BRINKJR. ANDRFAJEAN FELT MARIAN JEAN JACOB.SON 
Cold Spring Cum Laude Minneapolis 
STACY ANN BRODT Waconia AMY LOUISE JENSEN 
South St. Paul JULIE ANN FIATIUM Lesueur 
JODI LYNNE BROSZ Bloomington DENISE MARIE JENSEN 
Tyler STEVEN DAVID FOIKERDS Rogers 
MARLENE ANITA BRITTON-YOUNG Brooklyn Park JULIE KAY JENSRUD 
Maple Lake CHERI C. FORSMAN Virginia 
JULIE KAROL BURTON Hoyt Lakes ANGEIA SUE JOHNSON 
Brainerd JANEI1..E SUSANNE FORSYIH Cum Laude 
BETSY BARR BUSHNEIL Magna Cum Laude Red Wing 
Summa Cum Laude Worthington BARBARA L JOHNSON 
Minnetonka LFANNE RUfH FREEMAN Cum Laude 
JANE Eu.EN BUfCHER St. Cloud Maple Grove 
Cum Laude SUSAN LOVEIACE GII1..ESPIE LYNE1TE GRACE JOHNSON 
Barnum Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude 
DANIEL ROBERT BZDOK Sarasota, Florida Blaine 
Little Falls BRAD HERBERT GII1..INGHAM MARVIN I.EROY JOHNSON JR. 
BRENf AlAN CARVER Little Falls Coon Rapids 
Glencoe MARSHA RENEE KERN GORACZKOWSKI STEVEN PHILIP JOHNSON 
MARCI KRISTA ROEN CEMINSKI Summa Cum Laude Lafayette 
lake Park Litchfield CHRISTINE M. JONES 
JULIE PATRICIA CHFSfER AMY JFANNE GORNICK Ciystal 
Mankato Magna Cum Laude KIMBERLY ELIZABEIH JONES 
TODD CHIRHART Chisholm St. Cloud 
Cum Laude VIRGINIA E. GRO&5ER GEORGIA ANN JUNDT 
St. Cloud Cum Laude Buffalo 
JOHN JAMF.S CHlSHOIM Cokato IAUREEN ANN KAHL 
St. Cloud DEBORAH HELEN GUSE Pierz 
JANICE L CHRISfIANSON Magna Cum Laude SHARON A KEUPER 
Cum Laude Harris Summa Cum Laude 
Princeton LISA CATI-IERINE GUSTAFSON Ramsey 
NANCY MARIE CHRISfIANSON Hibbing IAURA ANNE KIMPLING 
Brainerd JANE MARIE HAMMES-JOHNSON Granite Falls 
DA YID J. CIAm Coon Rapids MICHELE JULIE KING 
Chisholm KOREEN M. HAMMITT Blaine 
DEBRA RUfH COLTER Cum Laude MEIANIE K KINZI.ER 
Forest Lake South St. Paul Hutchinson 
KEU.Y MARIE COOK JACQUELINE MARIE HANLEY WCY Eu.EN KIRKWOOD 
Apple Valley Wayzata Cum Laude 
KENNE1H AIAN COUNIRYMAN CINDI KAY HANSON Grand Rapids 
Rippey, Iowa Eveleth SA.11..Y JEAN KRAMER 
EIAINE M. COURIER DIANE )E&5II.EE HANSON St. Paul 
Buhl Summa Cum Laude SHEIIA LORAINE KRUEIH 
DAWN RANEE CRAGOE Paynesville Magna Cum Laude 
Magnolia MARIE ANN HA5.5 Blaine 
Milaca 
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CONSTANCEHAZELKRUMRIE GREGORYKEfIH NEI.SON MICHEil.E DIANE SATOVICH 
Cum Laude St. Cloud Brooklyn Park 
Arden Hills JODI LYNN NEI.SON CHERYLL HOENIGSCHMIDT SCHAAF 
GORDAN WAYNE KRUPKE St. Cloud Summa Cum Laude 
New London SUSAN KAY NELSON Coon Rapids 
KEYFALKUBAT St. Cloud KATIN LYNNE SCHIEVELBEIN 
Magna Cum Laude ANTI-IONY WAYNE NISPEL Wausau, Wisconsin 
Harris Bloomington CYNTI-l1A MARIE SCHMIEG 
WIWAM R. KUNSHIER MICHEil.E MIRIAM NORDBY Cum Laude 
Summa Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude Victoria 
St. Cloud Menahga MARSHAU IANE SCHNEIDER 
JANET EUZABETI-I lANNERS JOAN MARY GII.K O'BRIAN Elk River 
Magna Cum Laude Paynesville SHEIIA TERES SCHNEIDER 
Alexandria PAMEIA KAY OKESON Clara City 
IANElTE l.EIGH IARSON Cum Laude SUZANNE EUZABETI-I SCHNEIDER 
Hanska Grove City Eagan 
THOMA5). IARSON JANINE MARIE OWG BRENf DEAN SCHUENKE 
Cum Laude Alexandria Willmar 
Coon Rapids KIMBERLY ANN OLSON AMY IRENE SCHULTZ 
JANET LOUISE l.ECWRE Cum Laude Wells 
Maple Grove Chisholm JENNIFER LOUISE SCHULTZ 
IAURIE ANN LIESER LISA ANN OTIERNES-5 Magna Cum Laude 
Magna Cum Laude Cum Laude Lester Prairie 
Belgrade St. Cloud SUSAN ELIZABETI-I SCHULTZ 
ANN M. LUIKART All.EENE M. PARSONS Cum Laude 
Shoreview Hutchinson Cottage Grove 
KATHI.EEN A LUNDGREN PATRICIA RAY SHASKY PERKINS SHANNA MARIE SEGUIN 
Cum Laude Summa Cum Laude Cum Laude 
Pine City Anoka Rice 
NANCY JO LUNDGREN MARY MARGARET PETERS KATHI.EEN ELIZABETI-I SETTZ 
Brooklyn Center Magna Cum Laude St. Cloud 
IAURA I.EE MADAY St. Cloud CAROLYN ROSE SELVO 
Faribault CORRINE MARY PETERSEN Cum Laude 
TODD GERALD MANIHEY Summa Cum Laude Hibbing 
Anoka Big Lake DEBRA LEE SHASKY 
JOY MARIE MA5LOSKI LISA MARIE PETERSON Magna Cum Laude 
Magna Cum Laude Scandia Perham 
Scandia AMY LEE PHIWPE LORI FAYE SIEGEL 
BARBARA ANN MCCORMICK International Falls Brainerd 
Cum Laude MAR'IHA)ANE PURCELL LISA LYNN SIVINSKI 
Richfield Minnetonka Cum Laude 
JACQUELINE ANN MCGRATH DENISE MARIE RADKE Annandale 
Red Wing Magna Cum Laude DA YID SCOTT SMITI-I 
MARY LOUISE MCGREGOR Woodbury Cum Laude 
Duluth SHERYL DENISE SOI.BRO RAY Hibbing 
CARILYN JANE MEELBERG Cum Laude NANCY ANN SOUTI-IWORTII 
Princeton Ramsey Cum Laude 
JOYCE B. MICHEL CHERYL LYNN PEARSON REYNOLDS Coon Rapids 
Belle Blaine Summa Cum Laude REBECCAJOANNE STANGE 
LESLIE SUSAN MIIl.ER Coon Rapids Magna Cum Laude 
Minnetonka l.EAH LYNN RICE Motley 
MARYBETI-I MILLER Cottage Grove SARA MAREE STEEGE 
Andover FRANCINE IAUREITA RODAHL Zumbrota 
STANLY BRUCE MILLER St. Cloud TARA MARIE STEFANICH 
Isle KATHERINE ANN ROLSTAD Magna Cum Laude 
MICHELLE MARIE MON1MINY St. Cloud Mountain Iron 
Duluth JOY ROSEIAND-SCHATZ LINDA CAROL STREETER 
PAMEIA ANN MORLEY New Germany Bloomington 
Magna Cum Laude JAMIE MARGARET ROY RANDALL SCOTT SVENINGSON 
Isanti Grand Rapids Magna Cum Laude 
ELISABETI-I JANET MORRIS GERALD G. RUEGEMER Blaine 
Magna Cum Laude Maple Grove SHANA RAE SVENINGSON 
New Prague CHRISTINE DIANE RUPP Cum Laude 
MARIA E. MORTALONI New London Blaine 
Virginia LISA ANNE SADUSKY ROSS JOHN SWFARINGEN 
MICHEil.E MARIE MURPHY Magna Cum Laude Ellendale 
St. Cloud Staples ROBIN MARIE TENITS 
JOAN OINIA HOLT NAGORSKI DAWN MARIE SANDEN Magna Cum Laude 
Summa Cum Laude Anoka Wabasha 
Crosby l.EAH RENE SANDERSON CHERYL LEE TERHMR 
Owatonna Magna Cum Laude 
Cold Spring 
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DAVID MICHFAI. TERHAAR 
Cum Laude 
Cold Spring 
NANCY MARIE 1HESING 
Summa Cum Laude 
Lewiston 
KARIA KAYE 1HIESSE 
Magna Cum Laude 
Brainerd 
KEUY ANNE TSCHUDY 
Llttle Falls 
JODI R. 1URNER 
Magna Cum Laude 
Tulsa, Oklahoma 
IARAE LYNN ULVENES 
Red Wing 
JEANNE ELIZABE1H VANGSNESS 
Cum Laude 
Willmar 
IANA N. JACKSON VELSVMG 
Magna Cum Laude 
International Falls 
RANDAll SCOTI VETSCH 
St. Michael 
TINA KEUY VOSS 
Clear lake 
JEFFREY GERAID WACHOWIAK 
Brooklyn Center 
JENNY RUIH WAGNER 
Maple Grove 
OONAID D. WALETICH 
Milbank, South Dakota 
JANE CAROLINE WAIZ 
Anoka 
ARLENE CAROL WANKE 
St. Cloud 
SHERALYN RENAE WEilAND 
Coon Rapids 
JONA1HAN DAVID WFSfBY 
Minneapolis 
BE1H ANN WFSfERUJND 
Magna Cum Laude 
Brooklyn Park 
NATALIE YVONNE WEYAUS 
Onamia 
BRENT STEWART WIEBUSCH 
Janesville 
DEBORAH ROSE WIEUNG 
Cum Laude 
Melrose 
JIU RENEE ZIEUE 
Eagan 
RITA MARIE ZIMPEL 
Summa Cum Laude 
McGrath 
~ COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS AND HUMANITIES 
Bachelor of Elective 
Studies Bachelor of Arts 
ELIZABE1H ANN ANDERSON 
Cum Laude 
Walnut Grove 
MARK VERNON ANDERSON 
Cum Laude 
New Hope 
JANE MARIE AUSIVOID 
Kerkhoven 
JIU ANN BANDEMER 
Magna Cum Laude 
Glencoe 
LYNN MARIE BELK 
Summa Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
WRI ANN BORKA 
Prior lake 
DAVID G. BREWER 
Bloomington 
CHARLENE M. CARROU 
Cum Laude 
Duluth 
JOSEPH ARTHUR CASEUA 
Brooklyn Park 
SHAWN PAUL CHRISTINSON 
St. Cloud 
TODD ALIAN COSTIGAN 
Lltchfield 
SAMUEL HARRISON DALY 
Northfield 
1HERE.5A MARGARET DILLEY 
Paynesville 
SCOTI ERNFSf FORSBERG 
Spring lake Park 
JEFFERY P. HENDERSON 
Holdingford 
CORINNE 1W HOEFT 
Appleton, Wisconsin 
JUUE ANN JACKSON 
Maplewood 
VALERIE LYNNE JACOBS 
Austin 
CHRISTINE KAREN JAMFS 
Waite Park 
JANE MARIE FRIEDL JUITfEN 
Avon 
ERIK LEANDER KASK 
Brainerd 
JEONG BONG KIM 
Kyoto City, Japan 
BE1H ANNE MI SUN KIAUSLER 
New Brighton 
JANE CA1HERINE MAUS 
Cum Laude 
Bloomington 
1HOMAS AWIS MEYER 
Sauk Centre 
ANN MARIE MILLER 
Magna Cum Laude 
Crookston 
STEPHEN FRANCIS MOLWY 
St. Cloud 
MARY B. MORTON 
Coon Rapids 
BRIAN CARL OGREN 
Gibbon 
STEVEN GREGORY PATZNER 
Waseca 
SHANNON MARIE PEARSON 
Andover 
VERA MARIE POGATCHNIK 
Magna Cum Laude 
Rice 
MARY PATRICIA PRENDERGAST 
Plymouth 
BRUCE MICHAEL RITCHIE 
St. Cloud 
DREW SCOTI ROSER 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
GINA MARGUERITE 1HISIUS 
Corcoran 
CHERYL RENEE ZARNS 
Magna Cum Laude 
Llttle Falls 
GERRI A SCHWARlZ NEI.SON 
Isle 





KIMBERLY L WIEUNSKI 
Perham 
Bachelor of Fine Arts 
DEBRA L 1URNQUIST LUIKENS 
Rice 
WlllIAM GERAID MEEMKEN 
St. Cloud 
GRADEN D. MORTENSON 
Magna Cum Laude 
New London 
KEVIN DANIEL STAPLES 
Summa Cum Laude 
Grand Marais 
Bachelor of Music 
LEEANN MARIE 1HOMMES 
St. Cloud 
Bachelor of Science 
HEIDI MICHAN BAKER 
St. Louis Park 
KEVIN ROBERT BECKER 
St. Cloud 









DAYNA SUE BOBICK 
Sartell 
DENNIS LEO BOECKERMANN 
Summa Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
DEBRA MARIE BRITION 
St. Cloud 
DAVID BRIAN BURNS 
New London 
KARIAJO BURZIAFF 
Magna Cum Laude 
West Concord 
PAUL RICHARD CAHIIL 
Monticello 
JOEL THOMAS CARI.SON 
White Bear lake 
CHERRY AQUINO CARO 
St. Cloud 
MICHELLE LYNN CARRIGAN 
Hutchinson 




KEILY ]FAN CONNOR 
North St. Paul 
ANTI-IONY ]AMES COURTFAU 
Cum Laude 
Maple Plain 
KIRSfEN E. CROONE 
Northfield 
DEVIN KENNEDY DAVIES 
Eden Prairie 
SHARADA DOREEN DELlll<AN 
Magna Cum Laude 
Selangor, Malaysia 
KATHRYN ROSE DOERING 
Maple Grove 
MICHAEL RICHARD DOYLE 
Brooklyn Park 
THOMAS EUGENE EGESDAL 
Gaylord 
HEIDI MARIE EHALT 
Long lake 
SUSAN LYNNE EIFERING 
Ciystal 
HOILY CAROL ERICKSON 
Cum Laude 
Anoka 
LINDA KAY FANER 
Golden Valley 
JUDITH EWNE FEDO 
Summa Cum Laude 
Anoka 
DAWN ]FAN FEILER 
Royalton 
Sf ACIA MARIE FINK 
Magna Cum Laude 
Kettle River 
LYNDA WUISE FISH 
St. Cloud 
KEILEY ANN FIANAGAN 
Mankato 
RAYMOND MATHEW FOSUD 
Shakopee 
VINCENT STEVEN FRANCE 
Pine City 




GARY G. FRITZ 
Mapleton 
NICOLE MARIE GRIEP 
Cum Laude 
Delano 
DOUGIA5 PAUL GRONE 
Minneapolis 
JENNIFER ANN SKUZA HAAF 
St. Cloud 
CHRISfOPHER DALE HANSON 
Brooklyn Center 
SARAH MARLENE HARCEY 
Stillwater 
HOLLY ]FAN HEISE 
Goodhue 
Sf ACY ANN HITCHCOCK-ROSER 
Cum Laude 
Cambridge 
JEFFREY ELLERT IHIAN 
Columbia Heights 
JENNIFER LYNNE JONES 
Monticello 
LYNN CAROL KAHLE 
Coon Rapids 
KIMBERLY ANN KAHil-IAMER 
Summa Cum Laude 
Pierz 
KARIA MARIE KAISER 
Cum Laude 
Richmond 
]AMES A KEISfER 
St. Cloud 
SUSAN RENEE KENNEY 
Redwood Falls 
ERIKJON KERANEN 
New York Mills 
CHRYSA MARIE KIMMEL 
Dayton 





SHAWN M. KOILODGE 
St. Cloud 
USA MARIE KUBINSKI 
Plymouth 
TERI DYANE KYUONEN 
Buffalo 
SUSANNE M. IANDOWSKI 
Magna Cum Laude 
Fond Du lac, Wisconsin 
JODI PA1RICE IARSON 
Magna Cum Laude 
Marshall 
GERI ANN IA.WINGER 
Sauk Centre 
LYNN MARIE I.EBIA.NC 
Cold Spring 
SfACYL LEE 
White Bear lake 
KIMBERLY KAE IITCHY 
Summa Cum Laude 
Brainerd 
ROBIN MARIE WBERG 
Cum Laude 
Virginia 
KATHRYN LYNN PAULSON LUNDEEN 
Milaca 
KIMBERLY KAY LUSfl 
Cum Laude 
Annandale 
CHRISflNE A LYNSKEY 
Stillwater 
KENDRA K MEINERT 
Magna Cum Laude 
Sleepy Eye 
GREGORY HARIAN MOHN 
lakeville 
AIAN RAIPH NAHKAIA 
Gilbert 
JANET EWNE NAJMON 
Pine City 
]FANNE SOFIA NEISON 
Elk River 
IA.URA LEE NEI5ON 
Cum Laude 
Pequot lakes 
SUSAN CAROL O'BRIEN 
Cum Laude 
Nelson 
CHRISfOPHER M. OVESON 
Monticello 
JIIL MARIE PA VI.AK 
Magna Cum Laude 
Minneapolis 
RITA MARIE PENNISfON 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
LYNN KATHLEEN PEROUfKA 
Cokato 
ANGEIA LEANNE PETERSON 
Magna Cum Laude 
Chisago City 
RAE THERESE PIACHECKI 
Sartell 
NAOMI ]FAN POWERS 
Hawick 
JANNlNE ANNE CARI.SON PROVINZINO 
St. Cloud 
ANGEIA ANN RASMUSON 
Cum Laude 
Monticello 
KIMBERLY JAYNE ROBERTS 
Cum Laude 
Geneva 
MRON MARK RODRIGUEZ 
Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
TAMMA MARIE ROTHSfEIN 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Martin 
RANDAIL CARL SCHAFER 
Foley 
STEVEN D. SCHAUBERGER 
Fairmont 
KENNETI-1 L SCHINDLER 
Chaska 
DONNA MARIE SCHMOI.KE 
Brooklyn Park 
WIWAM ROBERT SCHREIBER 
Brooklyn Park 
AMY JO SCHUETIE 
Glencoe 
STEVEN ROBERT SEIBERUNG 
Rochester 
JENNIFER ANN SEIBERT 
Cum Laude 
Buffalo 
MOILY A SEIFERT 
Bloomington 
LINDA KAIBLEEN SENDLE 
West Concord 
JOHN A SEVERSON 
Arden Hills 
LORA MARIE SHAW 
Magna Cum Laude 
Tracy 
KRISTINE ELil.ABElH SHEIDON 
Waite Park 









SHEILY MARIE SOLUM 
Excelsior 




JIIL C. SORENSEN 
Paynesville 
JULIE ANN SORENSON 
Minneapolis 
ROBIN ADAIR STAHL 
Cum Laude 
Blaine 
SHARI WU STALi.KAMP 
Cum Laude 
Kimball 
JOEL PHIWP STREED 
Minneapolis 
GREGORY All.EN SWANSON 
Woodbury 
BECKIE JEAN SYVERSON 
Pine City 
USA FAY TAUBERT 
Cum Laude 
Holland 
SHARON KAY IBIEIMAN 
St. Cloud 




IBOMAS CONRAD TSCHUMPER 
Houston 
IA URIE RENEE VANHEEL 
Swanville 
!AURIE ANN VANKEULEN 
Ghent 
MICHAEL ROGER VANNEW 
Orono 
TRACIE L VICHOREK 
Coon Rapids 
VICTORIA VALERIE VITCAK 
Ham l.ake 
DAWN MARIE VOLKMEIER 
Bloomington 
TRACY LYNN WAGNER 
Eden Prairie 




MICHEILE ANN WIENER 
Cum Laude 
Sauk Centre 
ERIC HUGHES WOLFE 
St. Cloud 
NANCY MARIE WOODY 
Summa Cum Laude 
Brooklyn Park 
DENNIS JAMES ZOFF 
St. Paul 
~ COllEGE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
Associate in Science 
RICHARD JOHN KUHN 
Summa Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
Bachelor of Arts 
JAMES G. BElDEN 
Sauk Rapids 
BARBARA L BERGER 
St. Cloud 
DANNING WUFORD BLOOM 
Cum Laude 
Winona 
CHERYL ANN BRANDT 
Magna Cum Laude 
Kimball 
OOUGIAS SCOTT BREW 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
11-IOMAS GORDON HACK 
Rapid City, South Dakota 
GREG CARLTON HAGLIN 
Staples 




KEVIN RICHARD HEIM 
Cum Laude 
St.Joseph 
TIMOTHY ERIK HENDERSON 
Excelsior 
CHRISTINE ANN JOHNSON 
Summa Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
TROY JEFFERY JOHNSON 
Anoka 
CYNTI-IIA ANN KENNEDY 
Summa Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
KEILY JEAN KUSICK 
McGregor 
WIWAM RICHARD IATON 
Hutchinson 
MICHAEL A MORRISON 
Minneapolis 
DANIEL P. MUGGE 
Hoyt l.akes 
TRACEY ANN PICHLER 
St. Michael 
!AURIE ANN POGATSCHNIK 
Avon 
ERIN RAFAEL 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
WIWAM SCOTT SCHMOKEL 
Prior l.ake 
THERESA LYNN SMIIB 
Kimball 
DAVID MICHAEL SOIAND 
Plymouth 
OOUGIAS WIWAM STICHA 
l.akeville 
MARK WAYNE SWENSON 
Fergus Falls 
PAUL ANTHONY ZAPF 
Monticello 
FREDERICK BRICE ZLOCK 
St. Cloud 
Bachelor of Elective 
Studies 
VIANN THERESE DEMARCE 
Benson 
SCOTT JAMES O1.SON 
Forest l.ake 
JACK WIWAM SIMMER 
Brooklyn Center 
Bachelor of Science 
JOSEPH DEAN ARNTSON 
Robbinsdale 
DAVID MARION BAAR1MAN 
Marshall 
ANDREW KARL BAKKEN 
Hewitt 
LEANN TERESE BARTEI.S 
Fridley 
WENDY MARIE BATTERS 
St. Cloud 
GLEN PAUL BECHTOlD 
St. Cloud 
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SAMUEL PATRICK BEWG ERIC All.EN FIEIDS MICHAEL ANDREW MARSH 
Cum Laude St. Cloud Maple Grove 
Sanborn RICHARD PAUL GAPINSKI SUSAN MARIE MAR1Y 
RICHARD AR1HUR BENNETT Foley Cum Laude 
Cum Laude GINA MARIE GARLlE Cottage Grove 
Staples Cannon Falls STEPHEN ROBERT MICHALETZ 
SUSAN MARY BRYCE BENSON OOUGIA5 JEROME GIFFORD Clearuike 
Battle Ulke Brooklyn Center AI1AN JAY MIKKOIA 
CHRISTOPHER MICHAEL BERENS KELLY PATRICIA GILBERT Cum Laude 
St. Louis Park St. Cloud Columbia Heights 
SCOTf RICHARD BERZINSKI DEBORAH ANN GLENN DANIEL )AMF.S MILLER 
Inver Grove Heights Minneapolis Rogers 
SHAWN MARIE BWR RICHARD JOHN GOENNER PATRICK 11-IOMAS MONTAGUE 
Magna Cum Laude Clear Ulke Cum Laude 
Elk River SCOTf MERLE HANSON Little Falls 
JOSEPH PETER BIAKE Mounds View )ANET MARIE MOORSE 
Cum Laude MARK MELVIN HAUCK Summa Cum Laude 
Minneapolis Foley Minneota 
STEVEN DONOVAN BOHN MICHAEL W. HAZEL TRACY MARIE MUI'CH 
Anoka Magna Cum Laude Minneapolis 
JEFFREY PAUL BORAN Ulkeville DAVID SISTO NEMGAR 
Cum Laude TERENCE )AMF.S HEIDGERKEN Rochester 
Blue Earth Coon Rapids DAVID FREDRIC NYIANDER 
STEVEN JOHN BRENHAUG MARILEE ANNE HELFINSTINE Proctor 
Sartell Magna Cum Laude KRISTIE ANN O'REILLY 
NICHOIA5 R. BRUELS Milaca St. Cloud 
Apple Valley PHIWP WAYNE HINES ROBERT MATTHEW PANYAN 
JEFFREY MICHAEL BUNDY St. Cloud Gilbert 
Montrose JOHN IRGENS HOIMEN PERRY JOHN PASTIR 
PHIWP CHARLES BUNTON Columbia Heights Roseau 
Annandale KIM DENISE DIR HOUSTON TIMOTIIY MARK PATIOCK 
)AMES NEIL CHRISTENSON South Haven Fridley 
Little Falls ROBERT J. HUBER BRIAN NICHOIA5 PAULEY 
KAREN ANN CHRISTENSON Milbank, South Dakota Summa Cum Laude 
Rochester VERNON B. IVERSON St. Cloud 
11-IOMAS CHRISTOPHER CIAUSING Elk River STEVEN )AMF.S PAYOON 
Sartell MATTHEW BREIT JOHNSON Magna Cum Laude 
STEVEN PAUL CIAUSON Cum Laude Plymouth 
Richfield St. Cloud TIMOTIIY JOHN PESHEK 
MEGAN AILEEN CULLEN SUE ANN JOHNSON Chanhassen 
Magna Cum Laude Hermantown EUGENE WAYNE PETERSON 
Brooklyn Park BARBARA CAROL KEENAN Moose Ulke 
)AMF.S S. CULLUM Grand Rapids PATRICIA MARIE PETIT 
New Brighton )AMF.S W. KELLS Berlin, Wisconsin 
TODD BRIAN DEAN Madison WENDY SUE PIKUS 
Spicer KEVIN PETER KEPROS Cum Laude 
STEVEN HAINES DEMING Summa Cum Laude St. Cloud 
Hinckley Cresco, Iowa PETER FREDERICK POSCH 
DAVID ROBERT DOERING 11-IOMAS JOHN KIDOS Little Falls 
Cum Laude Hopkins PAUL ROBERT REGER 
Crystal GARYWIWAM KOWALKE Waseca 
DAVID ROBERT DRONfLE Cum Laude DA YID AIAN REINI 
Cum Laude Brainerd Cum Laude 
Watkins BILL NATI-IANE KROGFOSS Andover 
LlNH NGOC DUONG Shoreview BRIAN PAUL REITER 
St. Cloud BRADLEY ANDREW IAHR Cum Laude 
PAUL T. DURRANT Eden Valley Anoka 
Long Prairie GREGORY SCOTT IARSON 11-IOMAS JOHN RICHIED 
)AIM£ F. ENGEL Cum Laude Little Falls 
Cum Laude Osakis AIAN B. RINGWELSKI 
Monticello ROBERT RICHARD IAU Little Falls 
JEFF A ENGEL Cannon Falls DANIEL 11-IOMAS SALO 
Cum Laude TODD MICHEAL LEBOEUF New York Mills 
Forest Ulke Homestead, Florida PATRICK WIWAM SCHAFER 
MICHAEL )AMF.S ENGMARK ANDREW WILIARD LEIPNITZ Cottage Grove 
Cambridge Burnsville JOHN D. SCHEPERS 
JOSEPH JOHN ERKENS JOHN E. LINDSTROM St. Cloud 
Cum Laude Willmar WAYNE M. SCHOLER 
Rockville JOEG. LUNN Butterfield 
MICHAEL DAVID FANDEL Milaca 
St. Cloud 
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KEVIN L SCHULTZ 
Summa Cum Laude 
Kimball 
MICHAEL ROBERT SEA1H 
Coon Rapids 
KAREN E. SEATON 
Pequot lakes 
JOHN PATRICK SEERY 
Bloomington 
LORRI ANN SQUIUACE SHAU.EY 
Nashwauk 
RANDALL ROBERT SHAY 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
CHRISTOPHER D. SIEBEN 
Melrose 
ROGER WIWAM SJOBERG 
Albertville 
STEVEN CHARLES SMITH 
Cum Laude 
Bemidji 








MICHAEL STEVEN TESKE 
Plymouth 
JAMES MATIHEW 1HOMAS 
Magna Cum Laude 
Medford 
KEVIN JOHN THURMES 
Hampton 
GARY RUSSELL TODD 
Cum Laude 
Isanti 
RONAID LEE VAUANf 
Litchfield 
~ COllEGE OF SOCIAL SCIENCES 
DEANNE DENISE EDLEFSEN 
Hopkins 
Bachelor of Arts WIWAM VICTOR FAERBER 
St. Cloud 
MARILYN DONNA ANDERSON MICHELLE LOUISE FISCHBACH 
Cum Laude St. Cloud 
Brainerd SCOTT ALLEN FISCHBACH 
STEVE JOHN ANDERSON Paynesville 
St. Paul KRAIG). FIADUNG 
MICHELLE AMY ARNOUX St. Cloud 
Arlington Heights, Illinois TAMARA A FORD 
DANIEL MICHAEL ATHMANN Cum Laude 
Cum Laude St. Cloud 
St.Joseph 1HOMAS R. GANNON 
JEFFREY TODD BAKER Crystal 
Maple Grove DAUN LYNN GARIDFF 
JOHN LEWIS BERG Hastings 
Brooklyn Park WIWAM MITCHELL GINIY III 
CHRISTOPHER DAVID BERQUIST Cum Laude 
New Hope St. Cloud 
JOHN HOWARD BINSFELD LOREN MICHAEL GOENNER 
Holdingford Clear lake 
LYNN MARIE BIACKBURN STEPHEN DAVID GUGGENBERGER 
Chaska St. Cloud 
SHANNON FREDERICK BODE SUSAN ANN GUSTAFSON 
Litchfield Waconia 
DIANE MARIE CAIABRIA PATRICK 1HOMAS HAENY 
Summa Cum Laude Sauk Centre 
St. Cloud PETER GREGORY HAMERLINCK 
ROBERT W. CHEMBERIJN St. Cloud 
lakeville MARCIA BETH HAREISfAD 
CHARLES BRYAN CURTIS Minneapolis 
St. Paul RONAID D. HAYES 
BENJAMIN KASE DA VIS Spencer, Iowa 
Ely !ANA ROSE HENDERSON 
USA MARIE DELTON Dassel 
Bloomington KENNETH JAMES HENDRICKSON 
DAYNA REMMEL DICK South Haven 
Grove City TODD AIAN HINZ 
PAUL R. DONNA St. Cloud 
LaCrosse, Wisconsin JOEL E. HYLlAND 
Apple Valley 
PATRICK RAY VANDEHEY 
Aurora 
BRIAN JOHN WIEBER 
St. Cloud 
DAVID WIWAM WILLOUGHBY 
Cushing 
DANA SCOTT WIISON 
lakeville 
KRISTI LYNN WINDLER 
Buffalo 
PETER JOHN YATES 
St. Cloud 
PHIUP G. YETZER 
Apple Valley 
ROBERT MICHAEL ZAUN 
Cum Laude 
Wheaton 
TONI MARIE ZINSLI 
Cum Laude 
Winona 
RU1H ANN IHEME 
St. Cloud 
JENNIFER KAY KIEKE 
St. Cloud 
DA YID AIAN KLEIS 




MARK E. KURKOWSKI 
Shoreview 
SEBRA ELIZABETH !ACY 
Andover 
JANE TERESA IANOUE 
Magna Cum Laude 
Milroy 
MARY MARGARET LENZMEIER 
Kimball 
GREGG EDWARD WEDTKE 
Hudson, Wisconsin 
GARY EDWARD MAIER 
Golden Valley 
THOMAS ALlAN MASON 
Little Falls 
RICHARD MILO MICHEAISON JR. 
Coon Rapids 
BARBARA COLLEEN MORGAN 
Coon Rapids 
BRIAN KEITH MOSER 
Coon Rapids 
DAVID LEE NGANGA 
St. Cloud 
GENEVIEVE COLETTE NIELSEN 
St. Cloud 
PETER AN1HONY NOBLE 
Baudette 
SARAH JANE NOERENBERG 
Watertown 
ROBERT EUGENE OGG 
Sartell 




STEVEN K OLSON 
Little Falls 
MICHAEL 11-IOMAS OPATZ 
Avon 
HEIDI KAY PAULSON 
Rochester 
PAMEIA EWNE POGAI.Z 
Cum Laude 
Dodge Center 





JAMF5 H. RAUCH 
Cum Laude 
White Bear Lake 
SAROJINI RAWANA 
Eagan 
CARL FREDRICK RICK 
Litchfield 
SCOTT LESLIE ROESNER 
Mosinee, Wisconsin 
WILLIAM MAGNUS ROSS 
St. Cloud 
NANCY ANN RYSAW 
Summa Cum Laude 
Owatonna 
GARY PATRICK SCHMITT 
Cum Laude 
Prior Lake 
DAVID LEONARD SCHROM 
St. Cloud 
CHRISTERFER LEE SCHULTZ 
Lester Prairie 
JAMES EDWARD SCHUMANN 
Comfrey 
KATIILEEN MARIE SHERWIN 
Winona 
TIMOTHY MICHFAL SIRENO 
Forest Lake 
PAUL EDWARD SIACK 
Lesueur 
TERRY J. SMITII 
Cum Laude 
Alexandria 




MICHAEL REID SWENSON 
Anoka 
!AURIE ELLEN TERHUNE 
St. Cloud 
GEORGE FRANCIS UMOIAC III 
Brooklyn Center 
WESLEY BRUCE UNKE 
Fridley 
WILLIAM JAMES WMTAJA 
Cook 
SUSAN MARIE WICK 
Blaine 
MARC VANITTTEN WILLIAMS 
Deephaven 
Bachelor of Elective 
Studies 
JAMES G. ANDERSON 
Cum Laude 
Indianapolis, Indiana 
SUSAN JEAN SMITII BA TTI.ES 
Summa Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
PETER ANDREW CROOK 
Cimarron, New Mexico 
SAMUEL CURTIS DAWKINS 
Citronelle, Alabama 
RONAID JULIAN HANSON 
St. Cloud 
LYNDA MARYANN !ARSON HINCKLEY 
New Hope 
JOSEPH DEAN HUGHES 
Hemphill, Texas 
BRIAN J. MCGUIRE 
Montgomery 
PAUL ROBERT RIDGEWAY 
Plymouth 
DANIEL ROSS RUDNINGEN 
Kerkhoven 
SfEVEN DWAINE SCHILLER 
St. Cloud 
TERRANCE CHARLES SINGSANK 
Belgrade 
CHRISfOPHER JAMES VIEAU 
Buffalo 
MARVIN H. ZAWACKI 
Foley 
Bachelor of Science 
TODD DURAND AMPE 
St. Cloud 
TAMMY LYNN BAS'TIANEW 
Summa Cum Laude 
Eveleth 
DIANNE MARIE KULIAS BIAZEI 
Cum Laude 
Columbia Heights 
MARK DANIEL BOENISH 
Summa Cum Laude 
Winsted 
DEBORAH ELIZABETH BUERKLE 
Coon Rapids 
KATI-ILEEN MARY COSTELID 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
GARY EDWARD DOCKENDORF 
Richmond 
BELINDA KAY DOKKEN 
Willmar 
RANDY DALIA5 HAMMOND 
Sauk Rapids 
JODI KAY HECIMOVICH 
Hibbing 
CHERYL LYNN HOFBAUER 
Rochester 




KRISTINE NICHELLE KOLL 
Motley 
KARIA ANN LOVE 
Henning 
TRACI MARIDETH WNDQUISf 
Spicer 
JOHN P. LYNCH 
Boston, Massachusetts 
ROBERT 11-IOMAS MATZ 
Waseca 
MARY ANNE MCNEIL 
Rogers 
KEW S. NELSON 
Hibbing 
LISA LEE NUEHRING 
Little Falls 
KATHY ANNE DONAHOE OLSON 
St. Cloud 
!AURA EUZABETH WHYBREW PESOIA 
St. Cloud 
RUil-I MARIE PRZYBYLSKI 
Magna Cum Laude 
Staples 
!AURA 11-IERESE TIGHE RADOSEVICH 
Buffalo 
BECKY MAY DO EHR RAND 
Avon 
PATRICK WILLIAM RENDLE 
St. Cloud 
DAVID JOHN RYSTROM 
Anoka 
LISA MARIA SCHORN 
Cum Laude 
Raymond 
SUZANNE RENEE 11-IOMPSON 
Duluth 
MICHAEL JAMES VANKEULEN 
St. Cloud 





IDRI JEAN WUERTZ 
Edina 
11-IOMAS R ZAUHAR 
Cum Laude 
Ironton 
JOHN STEVEN ZENNER 
Little Falls 
ELECTNE STIJDIES 
Associate in Arts 
Jill MARIE AMUNDSON 
Brooklyn Park 
CHERYL ANN ANDERSON 
Cottage Grove 
SCOTT R. BERRY 
Sterling, Alaska 
SANDRA ANN BONNIWEll 
Cum Laude 
Hutchinson 
JENNIFER A DAHISfROM 
Milaca 
ERIK ROBERT HENRIKSEN 
White Bear lake 
SUSAN JO HIUSfAD 
Cum Laude 
Cambridge 
GLEN HERBERT HII.5GEN 
St. Cloud 
KRISTI MARIE HOCKING 
Luverne 
BETSY LOU HOFFMAN 
Summa Cum Laude 
Parkers Prairie 
JUDY ANN JAMES 
Summa Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
ANN MICHEllE KRUSE 
Cum Laude 
Red Wing 




JANEL DEANNE WVOID 
Willmar 
JENNIFER JO MIRAU 
Waite Park 
KARIN ANN PlAHUTA 
Cum Laude 
Brooklyn Park 
KATHY ANN SCHWARTZ 
St. Cloud 
SHARON NEREM TACK 
Willmar 
LEA LYNN TAYWR 
Alexandria 




DAVID MICHAEL WEBER 
Minneapolis 
Associate in Elective 
Studies 
JACKIE S. HANSON 
St. Cloud 
MARY MARGARET NIERENHAUSEN 
Cold Spring 
JOAN M. CLEMAS SEIFERT 
Summa Cum Laude 
Little Falls 
Bachelor of Elective 
Studies 
TIMOTHY CHARLES ANDERSON 
St. Cloud 
SHELLEY SUE BRAGEIMAN 
Magna Cum Laude 
Sauk Rapids 
VICKI THRASHER CRONIN 
Summa Cum Laude 
Cedar 
Jill MAUREEN FOX 
St. Cloud 





Republic of Singapore 
MARK TIMOTHY JACKSON 
Circle Pines 
JEFFREY TODD JOHNSON 
Cokato 
WIWAM ALLEN JONES 
Sartell 
DEBRA KAREN KIEKE 
Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
SHERYL LYNN KONSf ANT 
Milbank, South Dakota 
RUSSEll B. KRAMER 
Elk River 
DAVID CHRISTIAN MADSON 
St. Paul 
WIWAM LEE PRINCE 
Spokane, Washington 




ROBERT BERTIL SWENSON 
Staples 
ELIZABETH A BO1JER TOBIASON 
Andover 
VICKI ANN WESTPHAL 
Golden Valley 
SHARON MAE WOCHNICK 
St. Cloud 




The Academic Attire 
The custom of wearing a distinctive dress for academic 
ceremonies goes back to the Middle Ages, when long-
sleeved, hooded gowns were necessary for warmth in the 
unheated stone colleges. Academic costume is at present 
worn in the United States by persons taking part in 
academic ceremonies in general, at commencement 
ceremonies, at baccalaureate services, and at various 
inauguration ceremonies. 
Gowns. The bachelor's gown is a relatively simple 
kind falling in straight lines from a fairly 
elaborate yoke. Its distinguishing 
characteristic is the long pointed sleeves. 
The master's gown is similar, except for the 
sleeves. The doctor's gown is an elaborate 
costume marked by velvet panels down the 
front and around the neck as well as by 
three bars of the same material on the bell-
shaped sleeves. 
Hoods. The greatest degree of symbolism is shown 
by the hood. Bachelors here do not wear 
the hood. The hood has velvet edging 
which indicates the area of specialization. 
The inside of the hood is satin and indicates 
by its color the college or university which 
granted the degree. St. Cloud State 
University's colors are deep cardinal and 
black. 
Caps. The square "Oxford cap" or mortarboard of 
serge or broadcloth with a stiff crown is 
worn for most degrees. The tassel that hangs 
to the side is switched from the right to the 
left at the moment the degree is awarded. 
The Commencement Ceremony as a whole affirms the 
value of learning to society, recognizes the cooperation 
of many people, on and off the campus, who have 
contributed to the learning enterprise and, above all, 
celebrates the effort and achievement (symbolized by 
diplomas, degrees and dress) of the graduates 
themselves. 
The Mace. The mace originated as a staff or club used 
in the Middle Ages for breaking armor. It 
evolved into a ceremonial symbol of 
authority used in legislative bodies, 
universities, and other governmental units. 
The University Mace was created by David 
landwehr out of the white cedar flag pole 
from Old Main which was built in 1874 and 
razed in 1948. The carved designs on the 
mace head which are decorated with gold 
leaf symbolize the five undergraduate 
colleges of the University and were created 
by Merle Sykora, Associate Professor of Art. 
Mr. Sykora also designed the colorful school 
banners depicting the College of Business 
(drab), College of Education (light blue, 
lemon, sage green), College of Fine Arts 
and Humanities ( white, brown, crimson, 
pink, silver gray, dark blue), College of 
Science and Technology ( orange, golden 
yellow), and College of Social Sciences 
( citron, copper). 
AMERICA, 1HE BEAlITIFUL 
0 beautiful for spacious skies, 
For amber waves of grain, 
For purple mountain majesties 
Above the fruited plain 
America! America! 
God shed His grace on thee, 
And crown thy good with brotherhood 
From sea to shining sea. 
UNIVERSI1Y HYMN 
I nzttJ.,t:JIJ J 
¥n;~ale C ~ 
1. Sing to thee, our Alma 
J 
Mater, 




on oak--crowned banks, 
its is ... lands fair, 
1$p\V l } J ) J J .J Jlr- p.J :JI J. i J 
~ I ~ 
Em-- blem of our search for know ... ledge, symbol of our youth ... fol ranks. 
May the loy ... al sons and daughters, thy en ... dur ... ing friend ... ship share. 
Filled with fires of true am ... bi ... tion, 
Loy--
Loy--









fine tra ... di ... tion. 
fine tra ... di ... tion. 
I ~-
.;;; ~r I r f tf' r 
let us ev ... er be; 
through the years e'er be; 
-· J, ~ .. jl a. ~ \ 
Hail, St. Cloud, to thee! 







FRANK K FURLAN 
Chisholm 
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